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Abstract
We introduce a novel lattice-free stochastic process which models vehicular traffic at the microscopic level. Vehicles are 
allowed to advance freely within their lane or change lanes without the limitation of lattice cells. Vehicles move under
the influence of modified yet classical stochastic spin-flip and spin-exchange Arrhenius dynamic potentials. A 
modification of the well-known kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm produces the solution for these dynamics in real-time
even for the case of a large traffic stream.
An interesting, yet not-widely known discrepancy is revealed between lattice-based solutions and those produced by this
new lattice-free approach. This discrepancy is mainly visible for high vehicle densities while both solutions agree
otherwise. Employing the Palasti conjecture however reveals that indeed the new proposed lattice-free process is correct 
in predicting traffic densities while avoiding the overestimates produced by classic Cellular Automata type, lattice-based,
approaches.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Delft University of Technology
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Nomenclature
LF lattice-free
LB lattice-based
kMC kinetic Monte Carlo
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Microscopic traffic models [1, 2, 3, 4] are used by researchers and practitioners alike to study and understand traffic 
stream features [5, 6] arising from testing varied vehicle densities [7, 8] on specific roadway geometries. The resulting 
simulations from these models suggest alternatives which can be helpful for estimation and prediction in real roadways. 
Microscopic models account for the evolution of every single vehicle in the traffic stream and rely on sufficient 
computational resources in order to provide timely predictions.  In such models therefore roadways are represented by 
lattices (i.e. LB environment) and split into cells. For the vast majority cells are taken to be 22 feet in length in order to 
allow enough room to account for the average vehicle size plus safe and constant headway distance. Cellular Automaton 
[1, 2, 10] defined on such LB infrastructures account for the vast majority of microscopic traffic models to date. The 
success of Cellular Automaton is mainly attributed to their ease in use. For instance, as little as five simple algebraic 
rules [1] are sufficient in order to update vehicle positions and velocities at every time step. As a result in the last 30 
years Cellular Automaton have proliferated greatly in both research and development.  
 
One of the questions which we try to address in this paper is that of whether the limitation imposed on vehicles to 
move from cell to cell in a lattice environment by LB approaches such as Cellular Automaton is actually non-physical 
and therefore perhaps a source of errors in resulting solutions. Clearly vehicles in actual roadways do not move from cell 
to cell. But is this a serious limitation when simulating large traffic streams? Perhaps when simulating large enough 
traffic regions with several vehicles interacting therein this assumption of vehicles moving within lattice cells actually 
makes sense. It is perhaps possible that some small errors resulting from this LB assumption could disappear as the 
number of vehicles or the domain size in consideration goes to infinity. It is commonly shown for example for many 
mathematical discretization schemes that as domain size tend to infinity small discretization errors disappear.  It would 
therefore seem reasonable that applying LB dynamics for the simulation of vehicles in a large enough roadway such 
small initial discretization errors, if they existed in the first place, would disappear. 
 
In the end the main question which we wish to entertain with this work is the following: is it realistic that vehicles can 
achieve such high densities on a roadway as those predicted under LB dynamics? Are actual drivers as efficient in using 
space on a roadway as the LB models make them to be (i.e. one car behind another each occupying one lattice cell)? Is it 
possible that because of this extremely efficient partitioning of roadway space that LB dynamics inadvertently introduce 
artificial barriers which do not ever take place on a real roadway and therefore are a source of significant errors? If so, 
how serious can such differences between LB and LF solutions be? We answer these questions both theoretically and 
numerically in this work.  
 
We propose to resolve such questions by introducing a novel stochastic LF model. The model we propose therefore 
allows vehicles to move freely ahead or change lanes and occupy any available space very much like an actual vehicle 
would do in real traffic. No lattice or cell limitations restrict vehicle motion in our LF model. On its own this type of 
model seems useful just for the sake of realism. Following ideas from [4, 9, 11] we built a stochastic process based on 
classical statistical mechanics concepts.  In contrast with all past work however our stochastic process is also free of 
lattice space limitations and in that respect we provide a number of definitions and constructs which allows our process 
to be well defined in all the space on the roadway. 
 
It becomes quickly apparent that due to the LF environment, and because of that alone, the dynamics behave 
differently than those in the lattice environment [12]. This difference is particularly clear for the high vehicle densities 
and not so evident otherwise. We present numerical evidence of this result in Sections 3 and 4. We will also show in 
Section 4 that this is not a numerical artifact which disappears if, for instance, we allow the domain size to increase. 
There is further evidence, in the form of a conjecture, presented in that section which theoretically validates our findings. 
A number of numerical investigations are presented in Sections 3 and 4 which further underline the importance of the 
new dynamics by examining concrete traffic examples. It is shown there that traffic scenarios originating from the exact 
same initial conditions result in completely opposing traffic predictions.  We start however in Section 2 by first 
introducing the necessary mathematical, set-theoretic, infrastructure on which we define our stochastic process. The rules 
describing exactly how vehicles move within the roadway are provided by LF Arrhenius stochastic dynamics which are 
defined in Section 3. In that same section the first numerical results related to the LF process are also presented and 
compared against other well-known results in order to establish its validity towards modeling vehicular traffic.  
 
2. Defining the stochastic process on a highway 
We start by constructing the stochastic process which will describe the vehicle dynamics and their interactions on the 
roadway. Before that however we define a domain ܦ representing the roadway. This domain ܦ is further subdivided into 
two subsets: the subset O denotes space on the roadway occupied by vehicles and the subset E which is all the remaining 
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space or otherwise the empty space on the roadway. Note that each of the sets O and E will be comprised of a disjoint 
union of the smaller sets which are respectively either occupied or not occupied by vehicles. If we assume therefore that 
there exist ݇ number of vehicles and ݈ empty, possibly disjoint, sets on a given roadway ܦ then ൌ ڂ ǣൌ
ଵ ڂଶ ڂଷ ڂǥ୩ ڂ୩ାଵ ڂǥڂ୩ା୪. Note that each ௜ܸ represents the exact area occupied by a given vehicle on the 
roadway and therefore different vehicle sizes can easily be implemented as a result of this definition. Figure 1 illustrates 
in a simple schematic such a set topology as it would be applied in a single lane vehicular roadway. Although the theory 
supports any size vehicle for the simulations which follow later in Sections 3 and 4 in order to make things simpler we let 
all vehicles occupy the same size (i.e. ௜ܸ ൌ ܸ for all i). 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of roadway subdivided into respective occupied sets ௜ܸ, and empty sets ܧ௜. 
We now define the microscopic stochastic process ሼߪሽ௧ஹ଴ on each of the subsets of the set ܦ representing the roadway. 
Clearly, based on our definition of sets ܧ௜ and ௜ܸ above, there will always be a finite number of occupied and empty sets 
in ܦ. We can therefore define a spin-like variable ߪ௧ሺ݅ሻ ؠ ߪሺ݅ሻ on each of those sets as follows, 
 
ߪሺ݅ሻ ൌ  ൜ͳǡ݂݅ܽݐ ௜ܸ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ ݒ݄݈݁݅ܿ݁݁ݔ݅ݏݐݏܽݐ݅ א ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ሽͲǡ݂݅ܽݐܧ௜ǡ ݅Ǥ ݁Ǥ ݊݋ݒ݄݈݁݅ܿ݁ܽݐ݅ א ሼ݇ ൅ ͳǡǥ ǡ ݇ ൅ ݈ሽ
   (1) 
 
where ͳ ൑ ݅ ൑ ݇ ൅ ݈ ൏ ܯ assuming ݇ vehicles and݈ empty sets. Note that for any given number of vehicles the upper 
bound M will always exists. The stochastic process ሼߪሽ௧ஹ଴ will change values in time, signifying vehicle motion, 
according to specific interaction rules which we provide below. 
 
We follow ideas from classical [13, 14, 15] LB stochastic processes in defining a new LF interaction potential J 
describing how vehicles interact locally with each other. Using our LF set infrastructure, interactions between vehicles at 
௜ܸ and ௝ܸ are described from, 
 
J(i-j)=ଵ௅ ܹ ቀ
௜ି௝
௅ ቁ if i,jא ܫை and W(r)=ቄ
ܬכ ݂݋ݎͲ ൑ ݎ ൑ ͳ
Ͳ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁     (2) 
 
where ܫைis the index set for set ܱand  ܬכis a free parameter to be calibrated from actual data as will be shown below in 
Section 3.1. Note that this definition introduces an asymmetric one-sided [9, 4] potential since W(r) is non-zero only for 
positive and therefore forward range Ͳ ൑ ݎ ൑ ͳ in (2). Furthermore, based on this definition, we note that the interactions 
are local since each vehicle can interact with neighbouring vehicles only up to a distance L forward. The free parameter L 
denotes the range of interactions. Any interactions with vehicles which are further than distance L or are behind the 
vehicle in question are ignored since W(r)=0 there. In statistical mechanics this process is known as an (ASEP) 
asymmetric simple exclusion process [4, 13]. We also point out that we can easily extend these asymmetric interactions 
to include vehicles behind by simply adjusting accordingly the range Ͳ ൑ ݎ ൑ ͳ in (2) to something like െͳȀܮ ൑ ݎ ൑1 
(or other similar quantity). In the simulations presented below we apply the potential exactly as provided in (2). 
3. Lattice-free stochastic interactions and Arrhenius dynamics 
The stochastic process ሼߪሽ௧ஹ଴ changes values according to an interaction rate to be provided below. The interaction 
rate emulates, among other things, how vehicles perceive other vehicles, events as well as geometry of their immediate 
environment. We equip the process V with dynamics which model specific actions vehicles perform on the roadway: 
move forward, change lanes, brake etc. For instance we model vehicles entering the roadway using a spin-flip 
mechanism.  This mechanism in essence allows the value of a specific location, say x, on the highway to change, or flip, 
from V(x) = 0 to V(x) = 1 which signifies that a vehicle has now entered the roadway at that location x. Similarly vehicles 
advance, change lanes or brake on the roadway using spin-exchange dynamics as has been shown in [4, 9] for LB 
systems. In this case, the spin-exchange mechanism, allows the values of the stochastic process V between two different 
locations V(x) = 1 and V(y) = 0 to exchange. Thus the new values at these locations are V(x) = 0 and V(y) = 1 
respectively which signifies that a vehicle moved from x to y with a given speed for a time step 't. Similarly, even 
among these choices we can further choose to perform the stochastic process updates using rates from Metropolis, 
Kawasaki, Glauber, Arrhenius or a number of other mechanisms [4, 13].  
 
Following ideas from [4, 9] we choose to implement Arrhenius rates in order to model how vehicles physically 
interact. For the reasons behind choosing Arrhenius instead of perhaps Metropolis dynamics we refer to  [4, 9]. As a 
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result to model vehicles entering the roadway we define the spin-flip mechanism using the following LF Arrhenius type 
rate 
 
ܿሺ݅ǡ ߪሻ ൌ ൜݀଴ሺെܷሺ݅ǡ ߪሻሻǡݓ݄݁݊ߪሺ݅ሻ ൌ ͳ݀଴ݓሺ݅ሻǡݓ݄݁݊ߪሺ݅ሻ ൌ Ͳ
ݓ݄݁ݎ݁ݓሺ݅ሻ ൌ ൜ȁܧ௜ȁ െ ȁܸȁǡ݂݅ȁܧ௜ȁ ൐ ȁܸȁͲǡ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁ǡ  (3) 
 
where ȁܸȁ denotes the area occupied by a vehicle. Thus the condition ȁܧ௜ȁ ൐ ȁܸȁ for ݓሺ݅ሻ in (3) simply denotes the fact 
that for a vehicle, which occupies space ȁܸȁ, the empty space ȁܧ௜ȁ at that location of the roadway must be sufficiently 
large. Similarly, using the same definition for ݓሺ݆ሻ as in (3), we define the corresponding LF Arrhenius-type spin-
exchange rate as 
 
ܿሺ݅ǡ ݆ǡ ߪሻ ൌ ൜݀଴ݓሺ݆ሻ ൫െܷሺ݅ǡ ߪሻ൯ǡ ݂݅ߪሺ݅ሻ ൌ ͳܽ݊݀ߪሺ݆ሻ ൌ ͲͲǡ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁Ǥ     (4) 
 
As previously explained, this rule describes how a vehicle moves from location i to location j on the roadway. The 
parameter ݀଴ in (3) and (4) is a constant representing the characteristic time of the stochastic process. This constant 
represents driver reaction times and therefore the values chosen for this parameter affect vehicle velocities. Such 
constants are calibrated directly from actual data as shown in [4, 9, 16] and once calibrated do not need to be changed 
throughout the simulation of the roadway. The potential function U appearing in (3) and (4) above is defined to be  
 
U(i,ߪ)=σ ܬሺ݅ െ ݆ሻߪሺ݆ሻ௞ା௟௝ୀଵ       (5) 
 
with the local interaction potential ܬሺ݅ െ ݆ሻ as defined previously in (2). Further details about the rates (3) and (4) as well 
as numerical implementation issues are provided in Appendixes A and B.  
3.1. Calibration and Monte Carlo Simulations 
Any new traffic modeling attempt must be immediately followed by stingent calibration and validation testing based 
on real data before any thoughts to put such models to use toward traffic analysis or prediction are pursued.  
As discussed earlier some of the free model parameters such as the characteristic time ݀଴ for the stochastic process is 
directly linked to how fast actions occur on the roadway and is therefore used indirectly to set vehicle velocities. That 
parameter is calibrated for a given roadway by performing a Monte Carlo simulation of a traffic stream of vehicles where 
݀଴is chosen so that the desired vehicle velocity emerges (see calibration simulation below in Figure 2a) in the case that 
there are no other obstacles or vehicles inhibiting upfront. 
Similarly the free parameter ܬכ in (2) which is related to how strongly vehicles interact with their surrounding traffic is 
calibrated from traffic data. In order to do this we use the experimentally established fact that the velocity of the 
backward traveling wave which emerges as a stream of stopped vehicles move forward is known to be approximately -12 
miles/hour [2, 3, 17]. Given this information we perform a Monte Carlo simulation (outlined in Appendix B) of our 
stochastic model and pick a value for ܬכwhich produces the correct average velocity for that backward moving wave (see 
calibration simulation in Figure 2a below).  
Finally the interaction radius parameter L is chosen so that it makes physical sense in terms of how actual drivers 
would perceive their surrounding traffic. In that respect the parameter L signifies actual distance related to driver 
perception of traffic around them. To keep things simple we choose the distance proposed by L towards the evaluation of 
the potential U in (2) to be  fixed at 30 meters or approximately 4*|V|. Thus the stochastic process tries to emulate how 
drivers react to their local traffic conditions, through the local interaction potential U in (5), by evaluating the number of 
vehicles within a distance of 30 meters ahead. Based on this evaluation the process decides whether to move the vehicle 
forward at maximum speed (i.e. if there are no other vehicles around in the case that U=0) or rather a reduced speed in 
the case of heavier local traffic (i.e. if there are several other vehicles in their neighborhood since U>0). The results and 
findings presented in the simulations in this work remain the same for other physically reasonable values of L. So the 
choice of L=30 is not of critical importance. 
To simulate our stochastic model we employ a very efficient type of Monte Carlo algorithm which does not suffer 
from critical slowing down [11, 14, 18]. In that respect we use the kinetic Monte Carlo [19] or otherwise also called the 
Gillespie algorithm [20]. We provide the pseudo-code for this Monte Carlo algorithm in Appendix B.  
The simulation presented below in Figure 2a is only used for calibration purposes. In that figure we simulate a traffic 
steam of vehicles all of which are stopped behind a red light at location 1/4 mile. At time t=0 we turn the light to green 
and observe the speed of vehicles as they accelerate ahead. Similarly we also observe the velocity of the backward 
moving wave as each vehicle progresses forward leaving an empty space behind. Note that for the parameters chosen for 
L=30, ܬכ ൌ ͷ and ݀଴ ൌ Ǥͷ the simulation in Figure 2a produces a desired vehicle velocity at 67 miles/hour (if uninhibited 
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by other vehicles ahead) and a backward moving wave velocity at 12 miles/hour. Once these parameters have been 
established we do not need to change them for subsequent simulations since now the vehicles possess the correct 
quantitative attributes for that roadway.  
 
 
Figure 2. (a) For L=30 calibration suggests the values of the free parameters to be ܬכ ൌ ͷ and ݀଴ ൌ Ǥͷ in order to achieve a desired vehicle speed of  
67 miles/hour and backward moving wave speed of 12 miles/hour. (b) Corresponding fundamental diagram for the new LF stochastic process. We 
obtain the correct qualitative form of that well-known traffic curve. Similarly the actual values for density (location of capacity drop starts at ൎ25%) 
and flow (maximum flow given number of lanes is approximately 1900 veh./hour) emerging reveal the correct quantitative values when compared with 
relevant experimental traffic data [2, 3, 17]. This further validates our model both qualitatively and quantitatively. See Figure 4 for comparisons of LF 
and LB fundamental diagrams under exact same conditions. 
3.2. Fundamental diagram and vehicle trajectories 
Among the many tests that a new traffic model must pass before being seriously considered towards use in analysis 
and traffic research there is one which is fundamental [21, 22]. A traffic model, at the very least, must have the correct 
density-flow relationship or otherwise also known as the fundamental diagram. The form of the fundamental diagram is 
known to be the same regardless of which road the data was taken from and it does not depend on country or cultural 
differences. Furthermore the form of this diagram has remained the same over time [22]. As a result when plotting the 
density versus flow we expect a number of features which are known to hold true from experimental data: for low traffic 
densities the flow should have an almost linear relationship, a capacity drop should occur when the density reaches 
around 30%, the flow should vary widely for densities above 30% producing a multi-valued phase, as densities increase 
the scattering of the flow becomes more concentrated and eventually reaches 0 as the density becomes maximum. These 
are the qualitative features of the diagram. There are a number of quantitative features for this diagram (depending on the 
number of lanes on the roadway) which we provide in the caption of Figure 2b above. As can be seen in that figure the 
fundamental diagram produced by our LF stochastic process possesses all of these qualitative and quantitative features 
and therefore deserves further consideration.  
 
In that respect we wish to further examine vehicle trajectories in order to understand in some detail other features of 
vehicle interactions at the microscopic level. In particular we are interested in properties such as timely braking, retarded 
acceleration, shocks and rarefactions all of which are known to occur in congested traffic. We refer to Figure 2a as well 
as Figure 3a where vehicle trajectories reveal that our proposed LF stochastic process simulates traffic which possesses 
all of these features. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of LF (left) versus LB (right) vehicle trajectories under the same exact conditions. Test case for traffic light turning green at 
time 0. LB dynamics (right) produce more efficient but possibly unrealistic solutions. The LF (left) dynamics produce a number of shocks and 
rarefactions. Other features such as retarded acceleration and timely braking are also visible by following each vehicle trajectory. 
4. Lattice-free versus lattice-based dynamics 
In this section we present results of traditional LB simulations such as Cellular Automaton versus the new LF 
stochastic process solutions under the influence of spin-flip dynamics from equation (3) in order to reveal an interesting 
difference between the two.  
As a first basic test case we contrast the fundamental diagrams produced by LB and LF. We present these results in 
Figure. The diagrams in that figure are created from simulations where the exact same roadway geometry and desired 
velocity profiles are used. Data in both cases were averaged over 90 seconds.  
Although, based on experimental data, both fundamental diagrams seem to produce the correct density-flow 
distributions there actually exist some minor but important differences. Note for instance that the LB dynamics seem to 
peak much earlier than LF dynamics do. Similarly LB dynamics produce flows which are lower as density increases 
when compared to LF dynamics. In the end, as we have already seen in Figures 3a and 3b, these minor differences in the 
fundamental diagram result in completely different vehicle trajectories and interactions for LB versus LF dynamics.  
 
Figure 4. Difference in fundamental diagram for LF versus LB dynamics. Both LF and LB simulations are for vehicles in 1-lane roadway with average 
velocity 65 miles/hour. Note that LB dynamics peak earlier than LF dynamics. Also not that LB dynamics predict lower flows much earlier than LF 
dynamics do.  
 
 
As a second test case we compare three cases of vehicle densities (light, medium and heavy) versus time and present 
the results in Figure 5a. Density of vehicles changes since new vehicles are allowed to exit or enter the roadway. Under 
different parameter regimes more (or less) vehicles enter than exit thus resulting in the three different equilibrium cases 
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shown in that figure. All test cases start with the exact same density of .5 and allowed to run until equilibration is 
reached. Each of the three cases presented is examined under identical conditions in order to identify differences 
attributed solely to the application of the LF and LB environment.  
 
Figure 5. (a) Comparisons of vehicle densities for LF (red) versus LB (black) CA type simulations. Three different (light, medium, heavy) 
vehicle densities are shown. Clear differences in solutions appear as vehicle densities become larger; (b) The heavy density example revisited 
and analyzed. We present the equilibrated solution versus domain size for classical LB (blue) and LF (red) dynamics. Dynamics are clearly 
different. However only the LF solution approaches the correct [21, 22] asymptotic limit .7476. 
The results in Figure 5a above show complete path-wise and long-range agreement between Cellular Automaton and 
the new LF dynamics only for very light vehicle densities. Even at such light densities however the Cellular Automaton 
simulations seem to, on the average, always produce solutions which are slightly greater than the LF solutions. Clear 
differences in solutions start to appear for medium vehicle densities. In fact the larger the vehicle densities the worst the 
discrepancies are as can be seen in the case of heavy vehicle densities in Figure 5a. We found that all cases tested (not 
shown here) with increasingly higher vehicle densities, also produced increasingly higher discrepancies between Cellular 
Automaton and LF dynamics. Some of these results can be seen in Table 1 below. The natural question therefore is 
which is correct the classic LB, Cellular Automaton type, solution or the proposed here LF solution? 
 
However the Palasti conjecture [23] (and well-known solutions, e.g. [24]) can resolve this question. The assumption 
behind the conjecture is that you monitor a process randomly placing objects of the same size in a given region. How 
exactly is the Palasti conjecture related to vehicles on a roadway? We start by assuming an idealized scenario where, just 
for this comparison, all vehicles have the exact same size. Also assume that vehicle density is measured on a given one-
lane finite section of the roadway. As an example consider a lane on that roadway which may lead to an exit lane. So 
during rush hour conditions for instance, most vehicles enter that lane but almost no-one wants to leave that lane. Under 
these assumptions the Palasti conjecture resembles the conditions in that lane of the roadway. 
 
The Palasti conjecture and subsequent Renye result [24] provide an estimate for the maximum resulting coverage for 
that lane on the roadway. The Palasti conjecture states that the maximum density (no more vehicles can be placed on that 
lane) of such a process will be .7476 on the average. This further validates the solutions produced by the proposed LF 
stochastic process when compared to the LB, classical, Cellular Automaton solutions (Figure 5b). As pointed out in that 
figure such discrepancies are not a numerical artifact of finite vehicle sizes or domain size [25] (e.g. the findings do not 
change as ܦ ՜ λ). Those differences are a direct result of whether LB or LF dynamics were used. 
 
Furthermore the discrepancy in solutions does not only occur at equilibration but almost from the onset (see Figure 
5a). In other words in and around locally dense vehicle accumulations LB solutions already start to display deviations 
when compared with LF solutions under similar conditions.  In general this shows that serious numerical overestimates 
can occur for Cellular Automaton type solutions especially for cases where higher vehicle densities come into play. We 
calculated in Table 1 below that in such cases the relative error is higher than 20% (compared to the equivalent LF 
solution). It is important to note that this is a local result. In other words the error in LB dynamics will occur as soon as 
the local density increases (even if the overall traffic stream density is low). As a result discrepancies in solutions can 
occur even for light traffic streams as soon as vehicles start to come close to each other during their travel. 
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Table 1. Differences between LF and LB dynamics for a variety of final vehicle equilibrium densities. As the coverage increases the 
errors become significant. 
Parameter ܬכ -5 -3 -2 -1 .01 1 2 3 5 
Eq. Density Lattice-Based .18 .29 .35 .49 .50 .66 .84 .94 .99 
Eq. Density Lattice-Free .17 .28 .34 .44 .45 .55 .65 .75 .75 
Relative Error .5 .4 .5 .9 .11 .17 .22 .22 >.22 
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Appendix A. Adsorption location for spin-flip dynamics. 
According to the dynamics provided in (3) and (4) a vehicle may move to any empty set E with a given probability 
proportional to the size of the empty space prescribed by the set E. The question remain however as to where exactly 
within that empty set E will the vehicle land? We now provide therefore the details relating to the exact location that a 
vehicle will move to within that empty set E. 
 
 That location is not random but is actually specified by detailed balance. The canonical equilibrium state for ሼߪሽ௧ஹ଴is 
given by the Gibbs measure at temperature T, [13, 25, 26, 27] 
ߤሺߪሻ ൌ ଵ௓ഁ ݁
ିఉுሺఙሻ௉ሺௗఙሻ      (6) 
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where β = 1/KT is the inverse temperature, T is temperature and K is the Boltzmann constant. Here ఉܼ is the normalizing 
partition function and P(dσ) = ς ߩሺ݀ߪሺ݅ሻሻ௜  is the a priori Bernoulli product measure. Typical choice for ρ in Ising 
systems for example would be ρ(0) = ρ(1) = 1/2.  
 
For Arrhenius dynamics [13, 14] a particle moves as long as the rate (energy barrier) has been overcome as is also shown 
in the pseudo-code provided below in Appendix B. Let us assume a random rate ݎ௏ such that Ͳ ൑ ݎ௏ ൑ σ ܿሺ݅ǡ ߪሻ௞ା௟௜ୀଵ . 
Employing the fact that there exist a continuous 1-1 correspondence between any location in D and rates and using 
detailed balance we obtain the exact location ݔ௏ corresponding to ݎ௏ as follows, 
ݔ௏ ൌ ୼௖௖ೌ ൅ ȁܸȁ       (7) 
 
where 'c = ݎ௏ െ σ ܿሺ݅ǡ ߪሻ௜ . Details of the complete pseudo-code are provided in Appendix B below. Generalizing this 1-
1 correspondence to d-dimensions is simpler and requires using d random numbers.  
Appendix B. Lattice-free kinetic Monte Carlo pseudo-code 
We provide the kinetic Monte Carlo pseudo-code responsible for numerically producing the solution of the proposed 
LF stochastic traffic model and all the simulations presented in this work. 
We begin by calculating and indexing in an array all transition rates c(i) from (3) and c(i, j) from  (4). Let us denote 
each such rate by ca(i) if adsorption/exchange to an empty set ܧ௜ occurs or cd(i) if desorption from an occupied set ௜ܸ 
occurs. 
• Calculate the total rates to adsorb/exchange ܴ௔ = σ ܿܽሺ௜ ݅ሻ or desorb ܴௗ = σ ܿ݀ሺ݅ሻ௜ . 
Obtain the total rate ܴ ൌ ܴ௔ ൅ ܴௗ. 
• Using a random number ρ find the set j and if needed the corresponding location within that set from (7) for which 
෍ܿሺ݆ሻ
௠
௝ୀ଴
൒ ߩܴ ൐ ෍ ܿሺ݆ሻ
௠ିଵ
௝ୀ଴
 
• Perform the indicated move from an occupied set V to an empty set E signifying motion within the roadway or 
alternatively, if spin-flip dynamics are chosen motion from/to the roadway. If adsorption/exchange is indicated then 
apply detail balance through (7) in Appendix A in order to locate the exact position within set E for vehicle to relocate to. 
• Update the time, t = t + 't where 't = 1/R. 
• Repeat from the beginning until dynamics of interest have been captured. 
Note that although the domain is continuous (not a lattice) the rates will always be countable and thus all quantities in 
this pseudo-code are well-defined. 
 
We also note that there are a number of recent improvements [28, 29] for the original KMC algorithm which can also 
be implemented in this LF KMC. These techniques would allow for significant speed-up and further computational 
efficiency.  
